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when Bose—Einstein correlations are included, but differs considerably in the central rapidity
FRITIOF Monte-Carlo model gives qualitative agreement with the trend of the overall data
strongly on the charge coniiguration of the pairs and on the rapidity range covered. The
agree with that expected for e+e‘ 2-jet data. For the hadronic collisions, the effect depends
for soft hadronic data. The results differ strongly from the overall behavior in e+e‘ data, but
the angular dependence of the particle—particle correlation (PPC) and its asymmetry (PPCA)
A sample of non—diffractive vrfp and Kip collisions at \/5:22 GeV is used to investigate
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for PPCA if the correlation is positive. OCR Output
of PPCA is inverted in (2) with respect to the definition of [3, 4]. This is done in order to obtain positive values
changes the form of the function, but not the conclusions of the analysis. Note further, that the sign definition
with the more commonly used definition of the two-particle correlation function. This difference slightly
lin the present analysis we replace the nz used by ALEPH [3] and L3 [4] in (1) by (ri)? to stay consistent
constructed in the first lever arm and to 1.5% for tracks reconstructed in the full spectrometer.
resolution varies from (1-2)% for tracks reconstructed in RCBC, to (1-2.5)% for tracks re
and driftchambers of the spectrometer and from measurement in RCBC. The momentum
spectrometer. Tracks of secondary charged particles are reconstructed from hits in the wire
tector (Rapid Cycling Bubble Chamber filled with H2) and a down-stream two—lever—arm
momentum 250 GeV/c, is described in detail in [6,7]. It consists of an active vertex de
The full experimental set-up of EHS, exposed to a positive meson enriched beam with
2. The data
(——), (+—) and (++), separately.
performed for all charged particles (cc) combined, as well as for the charge configurations
of PPCA in hard and soft collisions. In search for the origin of the structure, the analysis is
but to compare the structure in angular two-particle correlations in terms of X dependence
(/5 :22 GeV. Of course, it is not the aim to search for angular ordering in soft collisions,
In this paper we, therefore, investigate the behavior of (2) in soft hadronic collisions at
perturbative QCD.
results in terms of perturbative QCD, it is useful to compare to collisions not dominated by
without [3,4], thus supporting the QCD prediction. To be able to interpret these and future
sensitive to AO in the region ,\ < 45° and clearly favors MC models with AO over those
The exact shape of PPCA( \) for hadronic eief events at the ZU peak turns out to be
in the same bin and O otherwise.
tracks in an event and A\ is the bin width. The function 6b,,,( \ » My) is 1 if \,-J, and X are
fulfilling i < j, is the average over all events in the sample, rr is the number of charged
where XU is the angle between tracks i and j in the cms, the summation is over all pairs ij
(2)PPC.-\(\) : PPCA) — PPC(l80°— \)
and their asymmetry
(1)PPCA) = £p<)i>nrl\ — ml}yn
functions [5],
functionsl are constructed for hadrons in a way analogous to energy—energy correlation
on hadronic decays of 20 in [3,4]. In such an analysis, particle-particle correlation (PPC)
Based on the assumption of LPHD, an investigation of AO has recently been performed
after hadronization.
duality (LPHD) [2], color singlet hadrons still carry information on AO oftheir parent partons
emitted in the shower is smaller than that of its parent. According to local parton-hadron
duced in the parton shower prior to hadronization [1]. As a result, the angle of each gluon
In QCD, color coherence manifests itself in an Angular Ordering (AO) of partons pro
2All states with life time longer than the I{*(892) are considered to be long-lived [10]. OCR Output
this distribution perfectly well. The curves are due to the same JETSET, but enriched in
shoulder at larger angles. As shown in [4], IETSET with angular ordering [10] is describing
(in the L3 normalization). A peak is observed at small angles, a minimum at 25** and a broad
In Fig. 2a, the asymmetry PPCA is plotted as a function of the angle X for the L3 data [4]
3.2 Comparison ofPPCA to e*e' collisions
angles between 300 and l35"
reproduce the general trend of the PPC distribution, but underestimate the correlation at
enhances the correlation for angles ji < 45C and reduces it around X : 90°. Both models
(BE) correlations, the solid line FRITIOF with BE correlations. Including BE in PRITIOP
criteria as the real data. The dashed line in Fig. lb shows FRITIOF without Bose—Einstein
in our experiment [12]. Events generated with the model are subject to the same selection
needed for the correlation strength. The value of radius ir : 0.8 fm used here is that measured
[—(pr — p2)2]1/2 is applied. In [11] it has been shown that the maximal value of A : 1 is
short—lived resonances? Exponential parametrization in the four-momentum difference Q
in JETSET 7.3 [10] for pions which are directly produced or are decay products from
model [8], version 7.02 [9]. To include BE correlations, we use the algorithm developed
In Fig. lb, our data are compared to the expectation from the FRITIOF Monte-Carlo
pronounced than for hadron-hadron collisions at :22 GeV.
broad minimum around 900. For the e+e` data at the Z0-mass, this structure is far more
both, the general structure consists in a maximum at small and one at large angles and a
line) and to L3 data [4] (open circles). Non-zero correlations exist for both data sets. For
is A}, : 5°. In Fig. la, our data are compared to the expectation from no correlation (dotted
charged particles in our data (full circles). The bin width used here and in the other figures
In Fig. 1, PPC is given as a function of the interparticle cms angle X for all pairs of
3.] The PPC distribution
3. The results
combined into one sample.
identified in the present analysis and are treated as pions. The w+p and Kip samples are
the identity of the beam particle. Other particles with momentum pla], > 1.2 GeV/c are not
I{“°p and on 62% of the rip sample. A positive particle with pig}, > 150 GeV/c is given
In addition, a visual ionization scan has been performed for pm < 1.12 GeV/0 on the full
track curvature is used for proton identification.
For momenta Pigs < 0.7 GeV/rr, the range in the bubble chamber and/or the change of
sample consists of about 59.200 rip and Iitp events.
of the positive tracks has [rp] > 0.88. After these cuts, the inelastic non—single-diffractive
excluded from the sample if the total charge multipicity is smaller than 8 and at least one
data [7]. Elastic events are excluded. Furthermore, an event is called single-diffractive and
measurement and reconstruction is corrected for by means of the topological cross section
and no track is badly reconstructed (and therefore rejected). The loss of events during
is the same, charge balance is satisfied. no electron is detected among the secondary tracks
An event is accepted for analysis if the measured and reconstructed charge multiplicity
without, the model only describes the shape of the PPCA, but underestimates its magnitude OCR Output
Even though FRITIOF with BE correlations leads to better agreement with the data than
pair, this effect would show up in (+—) correlations, of course.
or a similar charge effect is present also there. Due to the opposite charge of the primary qi
leading charges. So, either the agreement with e*e` 2-jet events found in Fig. 2 is accidental
in hadron-hadron collisions PPCA and its shape strongly depends on the influence from the
in Fig. 3a and (++) pairs in Fig. 3d disappears in the central region. This indicates that
circles) and FRITIOF (lines). The negative correlation observed at X § 200 for all pairs
distribution in the restricted kinematical (central) region -2 < y < 2, again for data (full
To reduce the influence of beam and target particles, we show in Fig. 4 the PPCA(X)
3.4 Central rapidity region
ment with the data in Fig. 3.
For all charge combinations, FRITIOF with BE correlations gives reasonably good agree
explained by the positive charge of the leading particles in our experiment (see below).
but close to zero for the region ( 2 45". This and the difference with (——) can be
For (++) particle combinations (Fig. 3d), the PPCA is negative for the full X region,
the (—l——) correlations [11,14].
very small X. It is well known that decay of many states (pl). ry, ry', . . .) strongly affects
For (+—) pairs (Fig. 3c), the PPCA is positive for the full angular region except for
in agreement with zero over the full X region.
For (——) pairs (Fig. 3b), no angular dependence is observed in the data and PPCA is
For all pairs (Fig. 3a), the PPCA is negative in the region é( § 20D
is very different for the different cases:
charge combinations (——), (+—) and (++) (Figs. 3b-d, respectively). Indeed, the behavior
Fig. 3 the NA22 distribution for all charged particles (Fig. 3a) to that for the three possible
obtain more insight into the origin of the structure of PPCA(\) we, therefore, compare in
correlations depend strongly on the charge combination of the particles in question. To
In recent studies on our data [14,15], it has been shown that the structures in particle
3.3 Charge dependence
of tracks at l80° due to the angular opening between jets 2 and 3.
small X in L3 is due to higher jet multiplicities. This can be explained from the suppression
normalization. It roughly shows the same feature as the NA22 data. So, the positive PPCA at
negative for NA22. The full line is the same as the full line in Fig. 2a, but now in (rn}?
the L3 data given in Fig. 2a, in particular at \ < 20° where PPCA is positive for L3 and
In Fig. 2b we show our data (full circles). Quite a dramatic difference is observed with
the analysis to 2-jet events.
smaller angles and becomes considerably deeper the smaller Yam], i.e, the more one restricts
(full). One can see h0w the minimum Observed in the full L3 sample at 250 shifts towards
2-jct events by the JADEjet—iinding algorithm [13] with mu, :0.08 (dashed) and ym :0.02
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is underestimated in the central rapidity region.
leads to reasonable agreement with the shape ofthe data, but the magnitude of the correlations
should be checked in the e+e` data. The FRITIOF model with Bose—Einstein correlations
hadronic data, the PPCA function is veiy different for the various charge conhgurations. This
behavior ofe+e` data. but is in qualitative agreement with that ofefeé 2-jet Monte Carlo. For
for the first the time on soft hadron-hadron collisions. It differs strongly from the overall
The angular dependence of the particle-particle correlation asymmetry has been studied
4. Conclusions
by simple retuning ofthe model.
the model to describe the correlation effects in our data [e.g. 14,15], which cannot be cured
for all charge combinutions. This undcrcstimation is connected t0 21 rncre general failure cf

Fig. Same as for Fig. 3, but for the central region -2 < y < 2. OCR Output
(full circles) and for FRTTIOF with and without Bose-Einstein correlations (lines).
Dependence of PPCA on the angle \ for different charge combinations, for NA22 dataFig
data and the full line in 2b) in the (tn)2 normalization of the correlation function.
L3 data and JETSET results in Fig. 2a are given in the 112 normalization, the NA22
are renormalized to A\ expressed in degrees and plotted in our sign convention. The
jet—finding algorithm with gm : 0.08 (dashed line) and 0.02 (full line). The L3 data
are JETSET Monte Carlo results with a restriction to 2-jet events selected by the JADE
circles) compared to a) that for 92 GeV e+e' collisions [4] (open circles). Also shown
Fig Dependence of PPCA on the angle \ for b) wt/litp collisions at :22 GeV (full
correlations (lines). The L3 data are renormalized to A \ expressed in degrees.
(open circles) and b) to FRITIOF Monte Carlo results with and without Bose-Einstein
circles) compared a) to the expectation from no correlation (dotted) and to the L3 data
Fig Dependence of PPC on the angle \ for 7*//lfp collisions at VG : 22 GeV (full
OCR OutputFigure Captions




